


We respond to the needs of our customers with
highly qualified services, the result of the

constant work of selected professionals able to
guarantee high levels of service 
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The growth and consolidation of the company structure has taken place
without interruption, thanks to the search for characterized and
specialized personnel, to whose training and qualification we have devoted
great attention, aware that only by pursuing excellence is possible to reach
the effective customer satisfaction. 
The needs expressed by our customers have determined the choice to
include, within the staff, competent professional figures in the
investigative, legal, auditing, accounting and technical sectors, adequately
trained in order to face and manage complex situations, maintaining the
best relational profile with our customers and ensuring wide-ranging
support. 
 

WHO WE ARE

Stargate Security is a professional and dynamic company that has been operating since
2010 with a careful work method to continuously integrate data analysis with
operational activities, recording remarkable service results and appreciation by
prestigious private companies. 

The professional experience gained in over twenty years of service in the
national and international security of prestigious institutional organizations
has made possible to transfer the planning, competence and skills
acquired in the sector to Stargate Security, to guarantee interventions and
security operations and intelligence recognized and appreciated not only
by our customers, but also by the competent authorities. 
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We have certified Security Managers UNI 10459/2017, and carry out
Security and security management activities in events and exhibitions,
both in the periods in which no Events are scheduled - in order to monitor
and verify the various situations / procedures / systems, both in the periods
in which, however, the same are carried out, as well as for the research,
coordination, management and monitoring of the armed security
companies, concierge-fire prevention, reception, Loss Prevention &
Customer Security services. 
We also carry out specific IT activities to support the security of ticketing
systems, accreditation and registration of visitors and various workers, as
well as intelligence that may be necessary for the optimization of the
security system of the exhibition sites and events. 

WHO WE ARE

We provide integrated security solutions for companies, managerial
management of the company mission, budget and resources in the field,
personnel and cutting-edge technologies, as well as analysis and
protection of data and information in accordance with the changing
regulatory expressions of sector, combining the needs of customers with
the requirements of the competent Authorities. 
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We have been following Italian and multinational companies for some time
to ascertain acts of unfair competition put in place by shareholders and
other collaborators, documenting employee behavior in violation of the
duty of loyalty and fairness. 
Extensive is our experience in verifying the activities carried out by
competitors, for the protection of the company business, trademarks and
patents. 

WHO WE ARE

The Long-time experience gained in the management of services in the
exhibition area and in events, in which the commitment to stimulate the
intelligence processes was shared with respect to those guaranteed by the
mere physical presence of security guards and concierges inside exhibition
areas made the cost containment possible for supplies of the concierge
and security services, directing the performance towards the redirection of
economic resources to the efficiency of the service. 

The operating results have been widely recognized both by the local press
and television networks, and by the Public Security Authorities. 
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EXPERTISES & SKILLSEXPERTISES & SKILLS



A solid background gained in the management of high-impact security events, allows us
to guarantee, for years, the highest levels of security in exhibitions of exceptional value
and importance, also through the profitable use of Close Protection personnel, Security
Officers and of security guards. 
We have recorded over time the satisfaction of our customers for the professionalism and
discretion highlighted in the performance of security services, operating with different
quality standards for each event, carrying out an in-depth analysis of the elements that
characterize the same and always taking into account the specificities of the location and
the public involved. 
Our commitment to the management of services for the Luxury sector has allowed us to
consolidate a unique experience and professionalism on the national and international
territory, thanks to the high standards of service. 
 
 

 

Cartier High Jewellery Exhibition 
Malta, 8 - 9 October 2021
We ensured security at Club Gracey, evening with
dinner / customers and a parade of models wearing
Cartier jewellery 
 

EXPERTISES & SKILLS

78^ Mostra Biennale del Cinema 
Venice, 1 - 11 September 2021
As part of the Venice Biennale International Film
Festival, we carried out special security services for
the high-end jewellery house Cartier. 
During the same period, we also provided security
for gala dinners and events organized by Cartier,
which involved various VIPs at the most important
hotels in Venice.

IWC On Tour Milano 2021 
Exclusive Italian presentation of the new Pilot's
Watches collection
IWC Schaffhausen inaugurated the Italian leg of the
international tour, a private and exclusive
presentation of the entire Pilot's Watches 2021
collection, the undisputed star of the new Big Pilot
43. On this occasion, targeted safety services were
set up for the absolute preview presentation of the
new chronographs inspired by the collaboration
with the US Navy Squadrons. 
 

Event management
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SixièmeSens par Cartier 
Como, 25 June - 5 July 2021
The shores of Lake Como were the perfect backdrop to frame the presentation of the
new Cartier capsule called Sixième Sens. Special security services have been set up to
protect the event which saw the participation of an important protective device also
by the Police Forces. Other prestigious locations have been affected by other punctual
security services. 
 
 
 

EXPERTISES & SKILLS

Exhibition "Van Cleef & Arpels: Time, Nature, Love" 
First Italian exhibition of the French high jewellery maison, which in the setting of
Palazzo Reale in Milan has brought over 400 jewels, watches and precious objects
made since its foundation in 1906. From November 2019 to February 2020 we have
ensured and managed the security services of the exhibition and collateral events,
galas, concerts, vernissages, etc. with specialized and highly professional staff who
guaranteed a discreet and effective security framework. 

“Van Cleef & Arpels” exhibition Palazzo Serbelloni
Milan, November 2019
We ensured the protection of the event in which high values   of jewels were
concentrated, which was thus able to take place within a discreet, effective and highly
professional security framework. 
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VicenzaOro January - International Jewellery Exhibition - VOJ 
For years we have been guaranteeing the safety of all high jewellery exhibition events
that take place in Vicenza and in which about 1,250 Italian and foreign brands are
exhibited on an area of   about 70,000 square meters. which sees the participation of
about 45,000 visitors from over 130 countries. 

EXPERTISES & SKILLS

VicenzaOro September International Jewellery Exhibition - VOS 
As well as all collateral events (opening ceremony, personalities, opening cocktail, gala
dinner, reserved areas, etc.). We have been guaranteeing the safety of all annual
events for years, in which about 1,200 Italian and foreign brands are exhibited on an
area of   about 60,000 square meters. which sees the participation of about 40,000
visitors from over 130 countries. 

Gucci high jewellery exhibition in Paris – GUCCI OTO HIGH JEWELERY EVENT
Francia, July 2019
We followed the construction of the Security system for the High Jewellery event
which was held in Paris from 2 to 5 July 2019.
 We have been commissioned to study and implement all the safety solutions suitable
for guaranteeing the jewelry on display. The Security Manager team took care of the
creation and control of the access system via badge, to the programming of the access
tracing system via R- fid badge. In relation to the particular type of goods exposed to
free touch, the security staff has been trained, guaranteeing a high standard operating
result. Furthermore, for the tracing of the jewels from the exhibition halls to the OTO
Room - where sales are made in the reserved lounges, we have created a control
software shared with the Gucci representatives. We took care of the positioning and
installation of armored cabinets, also taking care of the verification, control and
storage procedures of the products. 
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Gucci high jewellery exhibition in Tokyo – GUCCI OTO HIGH JEWELERY EVENT 
Japan, October 2019
We have been designated as a security partner by Gucci, including for the event that
was held in Tokyo. 
 

EXPERTISES & SKILLS

International exhibition of OroArezzo jewellery 
From 2017 to today we have guaranteed the safety of all annual events and all
collateral events (opening ceremonial, personality, opening cocktail, première, vault
management, cash & carry, etc.), in which about 400 Italian brands exhibit. and
foreigners on an area of   approximately 21,000 square meters. which sees the
participation of about 15,000 visitors and 500 international buyers from over 60
countries. 

Gold Italy international jewellery exhibition 
International event in Arezzo that brings together the offer of the best Made in Italy
goldsmiths from selected manufacturing companies of the Italian gold districts and
the international demand from the main outlet markets of Made in Italy production.
 From 2017 to today we have guaranteed the safety of all annual events, in which 161
Italian and foreign brands exhibit on an area of   approximately 13,000 square meters.
which sees the participation of about 10,000 visitors and 300 international buyers from
over 40 countries. 
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EXPERTISES & SKILLS

HIT Show exhibition 
The most important Italian exhibition dedicated to hunting, self-defense and sport
shooting weapons. We have been ensuring the safety of the event for years, for all
exhibitions, at the Vicenza fairgrounds. 

Van Cleef & Arpels: Zip Necklace; Van Kleef & Arpel Collection; Private collections 
Cartier: Collection; Cartier Paris
Tiffany & Co: New York Collection
Bulgari: Collection 
Gianni Versace: Collection
Pierre Cardin: Collection
Other precious and historical collections 

Jewellery Museum of Vicenza 
The Jewellery Museum of Vicenza is a museum complex that is divided into 11
thematic rooms distributed on two levels for about 500 square meters. Important
safety measures have been guaranteed for years to protect the jewelry on display,
which over time has included precious items of: 
 

Exhibition HUNTING Show Sud 
Exhibition of hunting and sport shooting at the exhibition center of Marcianise (CE).
The company guarantees the safety of arms exhibitions and the event from 2018 to
today. 
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Definition of perimeter defenses and control procedures. 
Management of the accreditation system of the workers involved in the set-up
activities. 
Monitoring and classification of the work areas of the individual teams of fitters. 
Management of the visitor ticketing system. 
Management of entrances, exits and internal flows of visitors and exhibitors. 
Coordination of valuables transport services involving dozens of armored vehicles 
simultaneously, with pre-assignment of the unloading and loading areas of valuables. 
Coordination of resources in the field: security guards, doormen, ticket office,
receptionist, 
close-protection, loss-prevention, private investigators. 
Arrangement of instrumental checks by means of X-ray equipment and metal
detectors for 
the control of visitors and their luggage. 
Security and intelligence on cases of interest, through close collaboration with
institutional 
investigative bodies (public-private synergy). 
 

Stargate Security operates with a Management and Intervention Protocol, which
provides for the involvement of the Public Security Authority for the activities under its
responsibility, which has led to commendable results which have been widely
disseminated in newspapers and local television networks. 
The areas of intervention in which we operate are: 
 
 

The intervention protocol
provides for a preliminary
assessment of the "AS IS"
situation through a Security
Assessment from which it is
possible to identify the
desirable corrective actions
for the improvement of the
security system on the
settlement, the times and
the necessary procedures.
The operational phase is
articulated within the
framework of the provisions
of a Security Plan shared
with the customer, to
respond to any situation or
event of importance for
security. 

EXPERTISES & SKILLS Management and intervention protocol 
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Specialist consultancy for the implementation of the organizational and procedural
model aimed at the governance of ICT Security 
Definition and implementation of the Information Security Management System
(ISMS) for compliance with ISO / IEC 27001 
Identification and monitoring of safety performance indicators 
Definition and implementation of information security risk analysis models and 
methodologies 
Planning and design of security solutions oriented to the development of the company 
business 
Management consultancy for the definition of value-added security services 
Management consultancy for the design and revision of strategic corporate security
plans 
Support for project management activities for the implementation of security
measures 
Organizational and procedural consultancy to support the creation of private SOCs and 
CERTs 
Analysis of compliance and applicability of regulations and mandatory requirements 
regarding privacy and information security 

 

Through its team of Information & Cyber   Security Advisor specialists, we offer consulting,
auditing and testing services in the field of Information Security, guaranteeing coverage
of all the fundamental aspects of information security in the organizational, procedural,
legal and technological fields, to meet the needs of our customers. 
 
Our services are:
 

EXPERTISES & SKILLS Cybersecurity
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Operational technical support for the management and prevention of ICT security
incidents 
Design of proactive and reactive measures for the prevention and management of ICT 
security incidents 
Vulnerability Assessment 
Technical checks of compliance with company policies and legal regulations
applicable to 
the ICT sector 
Definition of Hardening and Configuration Management policies 
Support for the implementation of ICT Security Plans 
Support for the management of ICT security systems and platforms 
Technical training for the management and administration of ICT security 

The proactive and reactive security services are intended to support customers in the
operational management of security and in the adaptation of measures to prevent,
combat and contain cyber attacks, and in particular: 

EXPERTISES & SKILLS

Stargate Security's team of specialists is able to support the Customer in resolving crisis
resulting from serious security incidents, such as malware infections, DoS attacks,
phishing, intrusions on internal computer systems and attempts at computer fraud. In
addition, our team provides support in the event of an Incident for Disaster Recovery and
Data / System Restore. 

Design, integration and development of
architectures dedicated to proactive
monitoring of networks 
Design and integration of centralized
Identity & Access Management systems 
Design and integration of logical access
control systems 

We also provide support and advice for: 
 

Cybersecurity
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Stargate Security, aware that IT tools can represent a valid means of immediate
interaction with the Customer, has equipped itself with a web platform - Stargate APP
Services, compatible with both Windows and MacOS, which brings together different
technologies,programminglanguages  andresourcesinthecloud,whichallowhigh
scalability, business continuity and data security. 

EXPERTISES & SKILLS "Stargate App Services" Management Platform 

management of services
request for an extra service
sending reports (anomalies, disputes, problems)
management of the costs of the extra services requested 
Operating software for GPS monitoring
information of an accounting nature 

Our platform offers the following features:
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The operational portal consists of: 
 
WIASTARTAG APP
 
APP present on PLAYSTORE with a size of only
5.6MB that allows you to transform a smartphone
or tablet into a tracker with consequential control
of the position or display of movement tracks, using
the interface of the Stargate APP Services
monitoring system. 
The application communicates the position of
vehicles and operators equipped with the App in
real time. 
 
 

EXPERTISES & SKILLS Operating Portal 
 

position and movement of the unit (live and historical) 
keep track of a specified set of unit parameters, such as: speed of movement, route,
milestones, distances, alarms 
activity notifications of the operating unit 
reporting 
analysis and interpretation of unitary data through reports (tables and graphs) and 
much more.
 The platform also has the functionality that allows you to receive an evaluation of the
driving quality and, consequently, improve driving safety, extend the life of the vehicle
fleet, reduce fuel costs. 

STARGATE APP SERVICES GPS APPLICATION
 
Internet application on CLOUD, consisting of a GPS, GSM signal management system,
with an interface in Italian.
 Online GPS tracking allows you to detect: 
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EXPERTISES & SKILLS Video Analysis with Artificial Intelligence 

Stargate Security is Axxonsoft certified for the design and implementation of video
analysis systems using artificial intelligence.
 We followed the governance of a project of primary importance from a technological
and innovative point of view, aimed at creating the new advanced video surveillance
system "Smart Security Olympic Stadium" with the dual purpose of strengthening
physical security in view of the sporting event Euro2020 and to contain the spread of
COVID -19. 
 

The management of the video surveillance system represented an important
commitment for Stargate Security which ensured its activity during the main football
matches played at the Olympic Stadium in Rome, both in relation to the matches played
by the AS Roma and SS Lazio clubs in the football championship. Serie A, both in the
UEFA Europa League and UEFA Champions League tournaments in the year 2020 - 2021,
and during the football matches of the national teams involved in the Euro 2020
competition. 
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LICENSES &LICENSES &
AUTHORIZATIONSAUTHORIZATIONS



Business investigation activities 
for the resolution of issues relating to one's business activity, which may concern, among
other things: unlawful actions by the employee, professional infidelity, protection of scientific
and technological assets, protection of trademarks and patents, unfair competition,
counterfeiting of products, company safety risk assessment 

Insurance investigation activities 
on the dynamics of claims, on professional responsibilities, for compensation at work, on the
fight against fraud attempts to the detriment of private companies and insurance
companies 

AUTHORIZATIONS 

Investigation activities in the private sector 
for the research and identification of information requested by individuals, also for the
protection of a right in court, which may concern, among other things, the family, marriage,
property, search for missing persons 

Stargate Security is authorized by the Prefecture of Rome to carry out the following
activities throughout the national territory: 
 

Commercial investigation activities 
for the resolution of issues relating to one's business activity, which may concern, among
other things: unlawful actions by the employee, professional infidelity, protection of scientific
and technological assets, protection of trademarks and patents, unfair competition,
counterfeiting of products, company safety risk assessment. 

Information gathering 
and verification of people's financial availability and standard of living 

Investigations and collection of commercial information 
on national and foreign companies, including those relating to "corporate reputation" 

Investigations into employee infidelity and absenteeism 

Audit & Assessment
through its own protocol, created and tested over time both in the IT field and in the field of
Business Intelligence and Controlling. We offer solutions in the field of Security and Disaster
Recovery, and / or the preparation and creation of documentation necessary for Business
Intelligence processes 

Preventive investigative activities 
on behalf of the lawyers pursuant to art. 327 bis c.p.p. 

Professional brokerage of security services 
Stargate Security is authorized to professionally carry out commercial intermediation and
security services (customer assistance, private security, concierge, etc.) pursuant to art. 115
TULPS. Full awareness of the importance of one's role as an intermediary implies a rigorous
selection of suppliers who are required to meet high quality standards in accordance with
the requirements and expectations of the customer 
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PROFESSIONALSPROFESSIONALS
CERTIFICATIONSCERTIFICATIONS



PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS 

UNI 10459:2017 – Senior Security Manager, Security Manager, Expert
Security professional characterized by knowledge, skills and competences such as to
guarantee the complete management of the security process 
 
ISO 9001: 2015 certification 
International standard certifying the company's quality management system 
 
ENAC certified instructors for civil aviation safety
 
Instructors certified by the Ministry of the Interior for Subsidiary Security DM 154/2009 
 
IATA Certified Training Professional (CTP) specialization certification for experienced
instructors providing professional training 
 
UNI EN ISO 17024: 2012 Certification of Teacher Trainers of Trainers
 
Lead Auditor ISO 9001: 2015 certifications. Knowledge of the aptitude skills required to
perform and coordinate audit activities: planning, organizing, conducting, communicating
and managing, etc 
 
ISO/IEC 20000-1:2018
International standard specifically aimed at the Management of Information Technology
Services, designed to verify consistency in the management of IT services and related
infrastructures, whether internal or managed in outsourcing 
 
ISO 22301:2012
ISO 22301 certification specifies the necessary requirements for a management system to
minimize the likelihood of accidents and to guarantee the resumption of work following
interruptions 
 
ISO/IEC 27001:2013
It is the international standard that describes best practices for an ISMS (information security
management system, also called SGSI, in Italian) 
 
UNI 11506:2013
The standardization activity intends to define the general criteria of the professional figures
operating in the ICT sector by establishing the fundamental requirements for the set of
knowledge, skills and competences that distinguish them 
 
AXXSONSOFT CERTIFICATIONS
Axxon Next Certified Professional, for the design and implementation of video analysis
systems using artificial intelligence 

Stargate Security personnel have the following certifications: 
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ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT



RESPECT FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 

In choosing strategic and operational partners for events,
we always keep in mind the satisfaction of our customers
and respect for the environment, helping with our work to
lower CO2 and harmful gas emissions.
We adhere to the Treedom project which allows us to
select the planting of trees in order to reduce the pollution
produced by our vehicles. 
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STRATEGIC SYNERGIES
WITH LEADING COMPANIES IN THE SERVICE SECTOR 
 

 
We have developed strategic synergies with leading companies in the services, tourism
and hospitality sectors. For this reason, today we are able to provide our customers with
exclusive services for every type of need, both for events and conferences, and for
corporate services. 
 
With our specialized partners we share the distinctive values   of our professionalism,
which are courtesy, security and the determination to offer an impeccable and punctual
service. 

SECURITY OFFICERS FOR EVENTS 
We select security officers for events, and for
exhibitions, with an efficient organizational
structure and with a rigorous preparation of
the staff, operators for security & safety,
concierge services, hostesses and drivers 

CLOSE PROTECTION SECURITY
We take care of the proactive and reactive
protection of VIPs and their families against
forms of aggression and violence directed
against people
 Personnel specialized in Close Protection
Security services work unarmed and have
the purpose of containing the threat to the
safety of the protected VIP, reacting and
placing any attackers in constant difficulty 

EXCLUSIVE TRANSFERS
We work with specialized partners to ensure
that our guests travel in efficiency, style,
comfort and safety. We also offer assistance
in the continuous transport of baggage and
goods to the customer's desired destination. 
 
Exclusive transport through: 
• Private Jets
• Helicopters
• Yacht and sailboat 
• Limousine 
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from / to the main airports 
from / to tourist / commercial ports 
from / to city of art 
for exclusive excursions and tours 
for business services 
for ceremonies and events 

NCC SERVICES 

E and S class Mercedes cars for 1/3 pax 
minivan V, Vito and Sprinter Mercedes
for 4/8 pax 
minibus and Mercedes bus for 64 pax 
watertaxi luxury 
luxury Granturismo boats of the highest
quality 

LUXURY TRANSFER
We have a large fleet and high quality
vehicles - Luxury Style, equipped with every
type of comfort, with which we are able to
offer our customers services suitable for
both business and the tourism sector
 
The Luxury cars service provides private
transfers with: 

Tours / excursions to the most beautiful
mountain locations 
Transfers / tours / excursions to the main
cities of art 
Transfer for reserved and demanding
businessmen 
Tourist accompaniment service in
language with local guides 
Personal shopper and personal assistant
service in language 

OTHER SERVICES 
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K9 UNIT 
The continuous search for efficient security solutions has made it possible to develop the
partnership with SECURITYDOGS.IT (brand of NGS srl), with the aim of integrating the
intelligence and event security processes with the professionalism of a team of expert
dog handlers specialized in security techniques and authorized to search for prohibited
or dangerous substances: Detection (search) of dangerous or prohibited substances
(explosive materials, weapons, narcotics) and Deterrence aimed at avoiding conflicts and
criminal acts. Professionals are selected for CV, type of operating dog they have, and strict
compliance with professional ethics. 
The anti-explosive and urban security K9 UNITS follow exclusive training protocols for the
dog sector, already used internationally for police and private security services, compliant
with NATO and UN standards and proposed to the attention of our customers, as
exclusive methods for the Italian market. 
The K9 Units have been used in the COVIDOG scientific experimentation to be used as a
screening method for Covid-19, in particular in events, i.e. in all places with a high
concentration of people, in ports, airports, railway stations, schools, events trade fairs and
sports, etc. 
 

SECURITY TRAINING 
In the training sector, Stargate Security shares with Security &
Training the commitment to improve the quality standards of
its staff and to optimize the security services with specialized
and certified personnel, boasting over ten years of experience
in the sector, with brilliant results, recognized by companies
private and public bodies. 
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CLIENTSCLIENTS



CLIENTS

The seriousness, attention and dedication used in the performance of each service have
led to the inclusion of many of the major companies operating nationally and
internationally among our customers, among which we indicate: 
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